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Light and 
visibility kit
High-quality 3-chamber LED 
rear lights with impact-re-
sistant housing and marker 
lights all around ensure a 
good visibility.

Flexible 
underride guard
A new bolted rear underride 
guard generation is available 
in different versions, tested 
and homologated according 
to the latest EU regulation. 

Stop safely
The brake system of our ve-
hicles is intensively tested du-
ring test drives and approved 
according to the latest EU di-
rectives. Safety first!

Clean 
construction
The brake cylinders are 
mounted in a protective way 
above the axle, in case of 
BPW steering axles. Automa-
tic slack adjusters reduce the 
maintenance. 

Carefree 
registration
Type-approved vehicles are 
delivered with the COC do-
cuments and separated type 
plates for the body and the 
chassis to ensure a carefree 
Europe-wide registration
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All Krampe trailers have in principle the EU type-
approval. Thereby the vehicles can be registered in 
the entire european community.

A consistent quality management is necessary for 
the EU type-approval. It assures that the vehicles 
meet the highest EU quality and safety standards.

All processes and manufacturing routines at Krampe 
are standardised and certified.

As one of at least four manufacturers of transport 
technology, Krampe got the EU type-approval end 
of 2021.
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THE BENEFITS OF 
AN EU TYPE APPROVAL 

The name Krampe stands for high quality and reliability. 

The production site is situated in the Münsterland: Sales de-
partment, construction and manufacturing, all under one 
roof. Short ways enable a quick exchange of ideas and expe-
riences. The company Krampe regards itself as niche-manu-
facturer and not volume manufacturer. It doesn‘t want to offer 
a giant product range but relies on its core compentences.

A distinction is made between two product groups: On one 
hand the standardised Carrier range, on the other hand the 
individual vehicle construction. Both are based on an inge-
nious modular construction system. Vehicles according to 
customers‘ wishes, specifications and requirements are built 
here and tailored to any intended application.

The Krampe team is always in contact with the distributors 
and users. The gained knowledge flows quickly and without 
labourious bureaucracy in the products. Therefore practice-
oriented vehicles are built which have made their proofs in 
rough everyday use again and again and brave successfully 
the most unfavourable operations. 

Benefit from more than four decades of experience in the 
construction of high-quality vehicles and convince yourself of 
the extreme robust and well thought out earth-moving tippers!

Trust the company Krampe: In the family owned company, we 
discuss on equal footing. There is still a handshake mentality, 
we practice values and this in the fourth generation!

7 GOOD REASONS FOR 
BUYING KRAMPE

HD
HP

SK
QUALITY ON WHEELS

is the guiding principle of our company that 
has made us what we are today: Since many 
years Germany’s uncontested market leader of 
tractor-pulled body tippers as well as halfpipe 
trailers for the agricultural industry. Many other 
innovative and successful products have been 
added in the last few years.

LABELLED AS VALUABLE

Our vehicles offer an outstanding reliability and 
durability. The high resale value tells its own tale.

LIGHT-FOOTED BUT VERY STABLE

Well-conceived designs and the use of high-ten-
sile steels as well as aluminium reduce the empty 
weight.

EVERYTHING FITS

You will receive a customised trailer from us, 
tailored to your specific needs. We build (almost) 
everything!

TOP QUALITY

Only the best components and aggregates are 
used for our vehicles.

NOTHING REMAINS AS IT HAS BEEN

Many innovations from Krampe belong to the 
international standards. Thanks to the EU type-
approval, we already satisfy the requirements of 
tomorrow.

MADE IN GERMANY

We remain loyal to german production.

Sand and gravel tippers
Tandem/ Tridem 6-13

Heavy Duty earth-moving tippers
Tandem 14-16

Halfpipe earth-moving tippers
Tandem/ Tridem 18-21

Tyres 31
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ADVANTAGES 
AT A GLANCE
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Our earth-moving tippers from the SK, HD and HP range

A REAL ALTERNATIVE 
A lot of public work 
companies have rea-
lised that high powered 
tractor-pulled trailers are 
superior to usual cons-
truction trucks in rough 
and boggy terrain.

BEST OF ITS CLASS
No other manufacturer 
than Krampe possesses 
more experience in the 
construction of heavy 
duty tippers. The half-
pipe HP 20 is considered 
as long-standing uncon-
tested market leader in 
Germany. 

POPULAR 
EVERYWHERE!
The robust tractor-pulled 
earth-moving tippers 
have revolutionised the 
transport sector.

Whereas previously the 
soil was taken away by 
dumpers and trucks, 
efficient tractors with 
earth-moving tippers 
now belong to the custo-
mized view on construc-
tion sites.

FLEET-FOOTED 
In comparison to a truck 
or dumper, an earth-
moving tipper is charac-
terised by its lower own 
weight leading to less 
soil pressure.

REALLY ECONOMICAL
During the autumn and 
winter months, transport 
works offer a welcome 
opportunity to better use 
the fleet and drivers to 
capacity.

§ IN CONFORMITY 
WITH THE LAW
We place vehicles on the 
market which correspond 
to the public regulations 
and which do not exceed 
e.g. the often required 
admissible outside width 
of 2.55 m.

NOTHING IS   
IMPOSSIBLE
Have a look to our com-
prehensive accessory 
list! Who offers more?

We gladly advise you 
which vehicle is most 
suitable for your purpose 
and which equipment 
is most useful for your 
tipper.



A ROBUST LIGHTWEIGHT
The floor sheet (mostly 6 mm) and 
the sidewalls (mostly 5 mm) are 
made of a single sheet each. The 
curved sides have turned edges 
for maximum sheet rigidity. Stan-
chions can be omitted - this redu-
ces the empty weight. 

INCREDIBLY FUEL EFFICENT 
In case of reasonable driving, con-
sumption values of only 10 to 12 
litres fuel per hour with a 200 hp 
tractor are absolutely realistic. 
This namely annoys the service 
station attendant but pleases the 
cost manager and your wallet. 

STRONG PERFORMANCE
The telescope ram enables a large 
tipping angle of up to 55°.

UNLOADING MADE EASY 
The conical body (at rear 10 cm 
wider) and its curved design facili-
tates slipping of the load.

EXPANDABLE
40, 60 or 80 cm extensions as 
well as 20 cm alu boards to be at-
tached on the 80 cm extensions 
can be mounted and increase the 
transport volume considerably.

LARGE TAILGATE 
The standard hydraulic rear tail-
gate is technically mature and 
proof. The rear tailgate cylinder 
with integrated check valve and 
additional load safety valve keeps 
the closing pressure constant. The 
Sörling and the oscillating swivel-
ling rear tailgate are suitable for 
the SK.

GRAVEL NEEDED?
The rear tailgate can softly be 
opened. A sand and gravel tipper 
can therefore be used for gravel-
ling in road construction.

Your advantages at a glance

SK Sand and gravel tippers
Tandem
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THE ALL-ROUNDER
FLEXIBLE IN OPERATION.
With the SK series, Krampe consequently follows the line of further techncal 
development. The established and well-proven body was developed from our 
BigBody models in 2003 which have marked the beginning of a new era in the 
agricultural industry and have become a real sales hit. The four Tandem and 
two Tridem models of the SK range have been developed for earth-moving. In 
order to increase the volume, extensions can be mounted for the transport of 
cereals or light material such as wood chips. 

SK 460

SK 500

SK 550

SK 600



Tractor-pulled sand and gravel tippers have for many years become a 
familiar sight on highway construction sites and in rough terrain. These 
practical tippers should not be missed in the Krampe product portfolio 
and have been completed through the Tridem version.

IT CAN HANDLE IT.

SK 750

SK 800
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SK Sand and gravel tippers
Tridem

BIG TIPPERS FOR BIG TASKS
The proven Tridem earth-moving 
tippers are available with inside 
body lengths of 7.50 or 8.00 m.

UNBEATABLE DRIVING
These earth-moving tippers can 
also be equipped with a pneu-
matic suspension. The pneumatic 
running gear optimized by Kram-
pe engineers convinces with its 
excellent engine smoothness as 
well as its high stability and off-
road capability.

WELL EQUIPPED
A suspended drawbar is also part 
of the standard equipment as well 
as a 40 km/h version and a hyd-
raulic rear tailgate with automatic 
locking device at bottom.

JUST AS YOU WISH
According to the proven Krampe 
motto “quality on wheels”, 
HARDOX® sheets as well as forced 
steering axles or 30.5” tyres are also 
available. For export vehicles with 
hydraulic brakes, running gears 
with hydraulic axle compensation 
are included in the programme.

MORE VOLUME NEEDED?
Extensions are available in three 
different heights (40, 60 and 80 
cm). Thereby, these all-rounder 
trailers can be used for the trans-
port of wood chips, cereals or si-
lage.

IT WITHSTANDS A LOT OF!
For many years, Krampe has at-
tached importance to a low own 
weight for maximum payload. There-
fore, fine-grained steels find more 
and more their way in the produc-
tion of robust earth-moving tippers 
that benefits the long durability and 
the high technical payload. In the 
case of the SK 750 and SK 800, this 
amounts to impressive 30 t (techni-
cal payload).

Your advantages at a glance



SKSand and gravel tippers
Technical data 
Individual construction
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Technical data
Model SK 460 SK 500 SK 550 SK 600 SK 750 SK 800

Body form Flat floor Flat floor Flat floor Flat floor Flat floor Flat floor SK

Perm. GVWR 16 t at 40 km/h 22 t at 40 km/h 22 t at 40 km/h 22 t at 40 km/h 31 t (34 t) at 40 km/h 31 t (34 t) at 40 km/h

Technical payload* approx. 14 t approx. 20 t approx. 22 t approx. 22 t approx. 30 t approx. 30 t

Empty weight* approx. 4.3 – 4.9 t approx. 5.3 – 6.7 t approx. 5.6 – 6.9 t approx. 5.9 – 7.2 t approx. 8.1 – 9.7 t approx. 8.3 – 9.9 t

80 mm ball head coupling, 
perm. tongue load

2 t 
(40 mm hitch ving 

DIN 11 026)
4 t 4 t 4 t 4 t 4 t

Suspended drawbar optional*** Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard

Hitch height 95+101+106 cm approx. 55 – 90 cm approx. 55 – 90 cm approx. 55 – 90 cm 55-70 cm 55-70 cm

Traction power requirement from 55 kW (75 PS) from 74 kW (100 PS) from 110 kW (150 PS) ab 118 kW (160 PS) from 140 kW (190 PS) from 140 kW (190 PS)

Oil requirement/ tipping angle 20 l / 51° 27 l / 55° 34 l / 55° 41 l / 55° 60 l / 55° 64 l / 55°

Lifting ram, construction type Telescopic ram Telescopic ram Telescopic ram Telescopic ram Telescopic ram Telescopic ram

Stroke length / number of stages 2,305 mm / 4 stages 2,250 mm / 4 stages 2,230 mm / 5 stages 2,780 mm /5 stages 3,225 mm / 5 stages 3,425 mm / 5 stages

Axle cross section 120 x 120 mm 150 x 150 mm 150 x 150 mm 150 x 150 mm 150 x 150 mm 150 x 150 mm

Lifting capacity with dry sand approx. 12 t approx. 20 t approx. 20 t ca. 22 t approx. 30 t approx. 30 t

Brake system Air brake, dual-line, 
ALB valve

Air brake, dual-line, 
ALB valve

Air brake, dual-line, 
ALB valve

Air brake, dual-line, 
ALB valve

Air brake, dual-line, 
ALB valve

Air brake, dual-line, 
ALB valve

Wheel brakes, track width 410 x 120 , 1,950 mm 410 x 180 , 1,950 mm 410 x 180,
1,950 /  2,150 mm

410 x 180,
1,950 /  2,150 mm

410 x 180 mm
2,150 mm

410 x 180 mm
2,150 mm

Wheelbase 1,360 mm 1,360 mm / 1,550 mm 1.550 mm 1.550 mm 1,550 mm (1.810 mm) 1,550 mm (1,810 mm)

Running gear Parabolic springs 20 t
Parabolic springs 24 t

 at choice with 
pendle-axle unit

Parabolic springs 32 t
 at choice with 

pendle-axle unit

Parabolic springs 32 t
 at choice with 

pendle-axle unit

Parabolic springs 36 t,
air suspension, 

hydr. running gear

Parabolic springs 36 t,
air suspension, 

hydr. running gear

Body dimensions (interior) 4.65 x 2.30 m /  
2.20 x 1.01 m (conical)

5.05 x 2.30 m /  
2.20 x 1.01 m (conical)

5.55 x 2.30 m /  
2.20 x 1.01 m (conical)

6.00 x 2.30 m /  
2.20 x 1.01 m (conical)

7.50 x 2.30 m /  
2.20 x 1.01 m (conical)

8,00 x 2,30 m /  
2,20 x 1,01 m (conical)

Transport volume (water volume) 10.3 m³ 11.2 m³ 12.3 m³ 13.3 m³ 16.6 m³ 17.7 m³

Transport volume acc. to ISO 7546** 13.0 m³ 14.2 m³ 15.6 m³ 16.9 m³ 21.3 m³ 22.7 m³

Transport volume with 60 cm 
extensions 16.4 m³ 17.9 m³ 19.6 m³ 21.2 m³ 26.5 m3 28.3 m3

Transport volume with 80 cm 
extensions 18.5 m³ 20.1 m³ 22.1 m³ 23,9 m³ 29.8 m³ 31.8 m³

Transport volume with 20 cm 
attachable alu boards suitable for 80 cm 
extensions

20.5 m³ 22.3 m³ 24.5 m³ 26.5 m³ 33.1 m³ 35.3 m³

Floor sheet S355 / HARDOX® 450*** 5 mm S355/ 5 mm 
HARDOX® 450

6 mm S355/ 6 mm 
HARDOX® 450

6 mm S355/ 6 mm 
HARDOX® 450

6 mm S355/ 6 mm 
HARDOX® 450

6 mm S355/ 6 mm 
HARDOX® 450

6 mm S355/ 6 mm 
HARDOX® 450

Load-over height with tyres (H) from 2.35 m 
560 / 60 R 22.5

from 2.49 m 
560 / 60 R 22.5

from 2.60 m
600 / 55 R 26.5

from 2,60 m 
600 / 55 R 26.5

from 2.58 m 
600 / 55 R 26.5

from 2,58 m 
600 / 55 R 26.5

Overall height at 55° tipping angle (M) 5.53 m (tipping angle 52°) 5.97 m 6.50 m 6.87 m 8.05 m 8.25 m

Overall length (L) 6.58 m 6.95 m 7.43 m 7.88 m 9.52 m 9.93 m

Recommended tyres
560 / 60 R 22.5
560 / 45 R 22.5

 560 / 60 R 22.5
 600 / 55 R 26.5 
 650 / 55 R 26.5 

560 / 60 R 22.5
600 / 55 R 26.5
650 / 55 R 26.5

560 / 60 R 22.5
600 / 55 R 26.5
650 / 55 R 26.5

560 / 60 R 22.5
600 / 55 R 26.5
650 / 55 R 26.5

560 / 60 R 22.5
600 / 55 R 26.5
650 / 55 R 26.5

The floor sheet of the SK range is heavily ribbed from below. 
The body beams are made of rectangular tubes 200 x 100 
mm (no cheap edge profiles). The braces under the body 
are welded all around against corrosion, cavities are taboo.

The massive tipping bearings of the 
SK trailers are equipped with a con-
tinuous 40 mm bolt. This backlash-
free construction runs trouble-free 
for more than 30 years.

We do it very precisely! 
Please find in the above table the 
notes relating to dimensions

* Empty weight and payload depend on the respective equipment
** Volume with dump cone
*** Option against surcharge

L

M

H

Conical body with flat 
floor sheet, extensions 
to increase the volume, 
for transport of light ma-
terial are available. A dis-
torsion of the rear tailga-
te is avoided by using 
locking pieces during 
the transport of roots or 
something similar. 

Tandem Tridem

SK Sand and gravel tippers
Overview
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TOUGH TRAILER
The „Heavy Duty“ is tough: The 
chassis made of amply dimensioned 
rectangular tubes is designed for 
the most extreme operations. The 
body can entirely be equipped with 
HARDOX® sheets, the floor up to 10 
mm thickness, the lateral sides up 
to 8 mm thickness - this underlines 
the design for extreme operations 
on construction sites.

STRONG AND STABLE 
The telescopic ram is placed far 
ahead of the front axle. The lifting 
of heavy loads is easier. The cons-
truction offers approximately 25% 
more tipping force. Furthermore, 
torsions between chassis and body 
are minimised.

PAYLOAD NEEDED? 
The flat floor makes it possible to 
use the earth-moving tipper as 
transport mean for pallets, long 
materials or construction machines. 
In order to secure the load, lashing 
rings are available as option in order 
to have anchor points for ratch belts 
etc. 

MISTER CLEAN 
The front protection hood protects 
the drawbar against dirt accumula-
tions and assures that the material 
glides in the body. The top frame 
designed as pointed roof avoids un-
desired dirt accumulations on the 
body edge. Also the lateral shoulder 
mudguards have a special steep ang-
le of attack as well as the rear tailga-
te, the lamp housings, the underride 
guard etc; annoying cleaning works 
lapse as far as possible. The flat floor 

can easily be cleaned by an excava-
tor shovel. Unloading from the rear 
is also possible. Several often small 
details ensure a proper and safe 
work and enjoy the user.

NOT EVERY ONE HAS
A WASP WAIST
What a lot there is! On the model 
HD 620 T, the rear trailer part is de-
signed in a narrower way. Also with 
600/60 R 30.5 (1,504 x 630 mm), the 
outside width of 2.55 mm required in 
many sectors is not exceeded though 
the standard mounted steering 
axle. Who can do it? We can do it. 

In the transport sector, the cards have been redistributed in the last years. The tractor-pulled 
halfpipes dominate the image on a lot of construction sites. Heavy and often fuel-guzzling dum-
pers and trucks had been replaced. 
The new range „Heavy Duty“ closes the gap between the dominant halfpipes and the SK range 
from launching in year 2021. With the new „HD“ vehicle type, Krampe follows the request expressed 
by many customers in Germany and abroad for a robust earth-moving tipper with flat floor.

The HD = Heavy Duty combines the advantages of the industry leader Halfpipe HP 20 which has be-
come indispensable on many German construction sites with the flexible SK = Sand and Gravel tipper 
usable for soil as well as with extensions for light bulk material.

STRONG MATERIAL  
FOR A STRONG MAN!

Your advantages at a glance

HD 550

HD 550 C

HD 620

HD 620 C

HD 620 T

HD Heavy Duty earth-moving tippers
Tandem
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Technical data
Model HD 550 Carrier* HD 550 HD 620 Carrier* HD 620 HD 620 T

Body form Floor sheet body Floor sheet body Floor sheet body Floor sheet body Floor sheet body

Permissible GVWR 22 t at 40 km/h 22 t at 40 km/h 24 t at 40 km/h 24 t at 40 km/h 24 t at 40 km/h

Technical payload** approx. 25 t approx. 25 t approx. 25 t approx. 25 t approx. 25 t

Empty weight** approx. 6.55 t approx. 6.1 – 7.4 t approx. 7.190 t approx. 6.6 – 7.9 t approx. 6.6 – 7.98 t

80 mm ball head coupling, 
permissible tongue load 4 t 4 t 4 t 4 t 4 t

Suspended drawbar Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard

Hitch height approx. 55-70 cm approx. 55 – 70 cm approx. 55 – 70 cm approx. 55 – 70 cm 55-70 cm

Traction power requirement from 110 kW (150 PS) from 110 kW (150 PS) from 125 kW (170 PS) from 125 kW (170 PS) from 125 kW (170 PS)

Oil requirement / tipping angle 41 l / 55° 41 l / 55° 44 l / 55° 44 l / 55° 44 l / 55°

Tipping ram, design Telescopic ram Telescopic ram Telescopic ram Telescopic ram Telescopic ram

Lifting height / number of stages 2,780 mm / 5 stages 2,780 mm / 5 stages 3,025 mm / 5 stages 3,025 mm / 5 stages 3,025 mm / 5 stages

Axle cross section 150 x 150 mm 150 x 150 mm 150 x 150 mm 150 x 150 mm 150 x 150 mm

Lifting capacity with dry sand approx. 26 t approx. 26 t approx. 26 t approx. 26 t approx. 26 t

Brake system Air brake, dual-line, 
ALB valve

Air brake, dual-line, 
ALB valve

Air brake, dual-line, 
ALB valve

Air brake, dual-line, 
ALB valve

Air brake, dual-line, 
ALB valve

Wheel brake / Track width 410 x 180  mm/
1,950 mm

410 x 180 
1,950 /  2,150 mm

410 x 180 mm
1,950 / 2,150 mm

410 x 180 mm
1,950 / 2,150

410 x 180 mm
1,950 mm

Wheelbase 1,550 mm 1,550 mm 1,810 mm 1,810 mm 1,810 mm

Running gear Pendle axle unit
Parabolic springs 32 t
optionally Pendle axle 
unit or air suspension

Pendle axle unit
Pendle axle unit

optionally air suspension
 hydr. running gear

Air suspension,
hydr. running gear

Body dimensions (interior) 5.59 x 2.29 m /  
2.19 x 1.01 m (conical)

5.59 x 2.29 m /  
2.19 x 1.01 m (conical)

6.20 x 2.29 m /  
2.19 x 1.01 m (conical)

6.20 x 2.29 m /  
2.19 x 1.01 m (conical)

6.20 x 2.29 m /  
2.19 x 1.01 m (conical)

Transport volume (water volume) 12.4 m³ 12.4 m³ 13.7 m³ 13.7 m³ 13.7 m³

Transport volume acc. to ISO 7546*** 15.6 m³ 15.6 m³ 17.3 m³ 17.3 m³ 17.3 m³

Floor sheet S 355 / HARDOX® 450**** HARDOX® 450 6 mm S355 or 6 mm 
HARDOX® 450 HARDOX® 450 6 mm S355 or 6 mm 

HARDOX® 450
6 mm S355 or 6 mm 

HARDOX® 450

Load-over height with tyres (H) 2.60 m 
600 / 55 R 26.5

2.65 m 
600 / 55 R 26.5

2.70 m
600 / 55 R 26.5

2.70 m 
600 / 55 R 26.5

2.60 m 
600 / 55 R 26.5

Load-over height with pendle axle unit 2.60 m 2.60 m 2.70 m 2.70 m 2.60 m

Overall height at 55° tipping angle (M) 7.14 m 7.19 m 7.75 m 7.75 m 7.67 m

Overall length (L) 7.55 m 7.55 m 8.19 m 8.19 m 8.19 m

Recommended tyres
560 / 60 R 22.5
600/ 55 R 26.5

560 / 60 R 22.5
600 / 55 R 26.5 
650 / 55 R 26.5 

560 / 60 R 22.5
600 / 55 R 26.5
650 / 55 R 26.5

560 / 60 R 22.5
600 / 55 R 26.5
650 / 55 R 26.5

600 / 55 R 26.5
600 / 60 R 30.5
650 / 55 R 30.5

HDHeavy Duty Earth-moving tippers

Technical Data

We do it very precisely!
Please find in the above table the notes 
relating to dimensions.

* Carrier range 

** Empty weight and payload depend on the respective equipment
*** Volume with dump cone
**** Option against surcharge

Carrier range + individual construction

CARRIER RANGE OR INDIVIDUAL CUSTOMIZED

A distinction is made between two product groups:

By the Carrier range, the trailers are offered with firmly defined, very 
high-quality equipment. Practice shows that there are particularly popular 
vehicle configurations that are reflected here. The modular system, which 
has been ingeniously developed over decades, has a positive effect on 
availability and sales price. 

True to the motto „nothing is impossible“, individual customized trailers 
are produced according to the wishes, specifications and requirements of 
our customers - tailor-made for the intended application profile. 

M

H

L

Conical body with flat floor, top frame designed as pointed roof.

The cranked chassis of our HD 620 T with 
wasp waist enables a large steering angle.

Tandem

This is how professional earth-moving tippers look like: HARDOX® 
sheets up to 10 mm thickness and a hydraulic pivoting rear tailgate with 
cutting edge.

HD Heavy Duty Earth-moving tippers
Overview
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THE HALFPIPE HP 20 - THE NONPLUS 
ULTRA ON EVERY CONSTRUCTION SITE.
Krampe was the first manufacturer to install a halfpipe on a tandem chassis and has once again demons-
trated its pioneering spirit. Based on many years of experience, we manufacture vehicles for you that are 
well-thougt out down to the last detail and prove their qualities under the toughest working conditions.

In the meantime, the halfpipes have been sold X-1,000-fold and are highly appreciated by experienced 
users. They really are a classic on every construction site.

IT‘S EASIER THAT WAY
The tipping ram (front press) 
is located in front of the 
front wall of the halfpipe so 
that the hydraulic system 
exactly applies where the 
lifting is easiest. Furthermo-
re torsions between chassis 
and halfpipe are minimised. 

STABLE
The centre of gravity is 
200 mm lower than on a tra-
ditional tipper. Beams under-
neath the body are not neces-
sary for the halfpipe. The body 
sheets are directly placed on 
the chassis, that enormously 
improves the stability on slo-
pes and ensures a low loading 
height.

ROBUST LIGHTWEIGHT
Due to the curved body de-
sign, longitudinal and cross 
beams are not necessary. 
The payload of the tipper is 
further increased. Because 
every empty ton is expensi-
ve. Only high payload brings 
money.

OFF-ROAD
The soil pressure is reduced 
through high-volume low 
pressure tyres and the off-
road running gear. This ma-
kes it possible to get through 
even in difficult terrain.

TAKE THE RISK OF A 
LARGE TAILGATE 
The hydraulic pivoting rear 
tailgate enables a large 
opening angle. Also thick 
stone chunks or stumps 
can glide under the tailgate 
during tipping.

A CLEAN SOLUTION
The upper edge of the body 
and rear tailgate are desig-
ned as self-cleaning „poin-
ted roof“ so that no depo-
sits remain on it. 

EXTREMELY ROBUST
The body is almost entirely 
made from 450 HARDOX® 
steel. The sheets are 6 to 
8 mm thick. This steel quality 
is extremely wear-resistant. 
Due to the particularly high 
elasticity, bulges and dents 
are things of the past.

SHAPE CREATES RIGIDITY
Due to the semi-circular 
shape, the bulk of material 
slides over the body wall 
in a flatter angle when loa-
ding. When transporting 
„thick chunks“ (boulders, 
rocks aso.), this prevents 
the body wall and floor 
from bulging.

Your advantages at a glance

HP 20

HP 20 C

HP 24

HP Halfpipes Earth-moving tippers
Tandem



Today many tractor manufacturers offer 400 HP (295 kW) tractors and more. Transforming more 
performance in more productivity has always been a difficult task. But not at Krampe. With the 
Tridem halfpipe HP 30 and the 7 m long tipper, it really gets to the point!

INCREASE HANDLING PERFORMANCE.

HP 30

Your advantages at a glance

PAYLOAD GIANT
In connection with the new, mo-
dern tractors, the HP 30 really 
shows with its 30 t technical pay-
load what it is capable of. 

SAFE OFF-ROAD 
PERFORMANCE
The BPW axles with hydraulic 
axle compensation realise an ex-
cellent stability. The large axle 
oscillation ensure a good off-
road performance.

FOLLOWING THE TRACK
Even under extremely difficult 
conditions the trailer stays on 
track. That‘s thanks to the opti-
onally available hydraulic forced-
steering axles.

HIGH-CLASS
Tridec aggregates with three-
point linkage are alternatively 
available. The vehicle outside 
width remains under 2.55  m 
also with steering axle.

TIME IS MONEY
An independent extremely per-
formant oil supply is available as 
an option. The large hydraulic 
pump with counter gearbox en-
sures quick tipping cycles. It gets 
to the point!

EVERYTHING IS STRAIGHT
For the Tridec running gears, the-
re is a hydraulic option by means 
of which the trailer is levelled ho-
rizontally before tipping. A safe 
tipping is thus also possible in ex-
treme terrain.

SIMPLY PRACTICAL

The load does not adhere but glides automatically to the 
body middle during tipping. This forced centring additio-
nally improves the stability during tipping.
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HP Halfpipe Earth-moving tippers 
Tridem
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Tandem Tridem

The HP and HD range are equipped 
with a hydraulic opening pivoting 
rear tailgate with cutting edge. L

H

M

Halfpipes with top frame desig-
ned as pointed roof and robust 
ball tipping bearings with wide 
shaft.

Here‘s how: Professional earth-moving tippers with front 
ram, front protection hood and HARDOX® sheets up to 
8 mm.

HPHalfpipe Earth-moving tippers
Technical data

Technical data
Model HP 20 Carrier* Halfpipe HP 20 Halfpipe HP 24 Halfpipe HP 30

Body shape Halfpipe Halfpipe Halfpipe Halfpipe

Perm. GVWR 22 t at 40 km/h 22 t at 40 km/h 24 t at 40 km/h 31 t at 40 km/h

Technical payload** approx. 25 t approx. 25 t approx. 26 t approx. 30 t

Empty weight** approx. 6 t approx. 5.6 – 6.3 t approx. 5.9 – 6.5 t approx. 8.7 – 9.7 t

80 mm ball head coupling, 
perm. tongue load 4 t 4 t 4 t 4 t 

Suspended drawbar Standard Standard Standard Standard

Hitch height approx. 55 – 70 cm approx. 55 – 70 cm approx. 55 – 70 cm 55 – 65 cm

Traction power requirement from 110 kW (150 PS) from 110 kW (150 PS) from 125 kW (170 PS) from 140 kW (190 PS)

Oil requirement / tipping angle 35 l / 55° 35 l / 55° 39 l / 55° 81 l / 55°

Lifting ram, type Front press Front press Front press Front press

Lifting height / Number of stages 4 stages 4 stages 4 stages 5 stages

Axles BPW, axle cross section 150 x 150 mm 150 x 150 mm 150 x 150 mm 150 x 150 mm

Lifiting capacity with dry sand approx. 26 t approx. 26 t approx. 27 t approx. 34 t

Brake system Air brake, dual line, 
ALB valve

Air brake, dual line, 
ALB valve

Air brake, dual line, 
ALB valve

Air brake, dual line, 
ALB valve

Wheel brakes, track width 410 x 180 mm. 1,950 mm 410 x 180 mm. 
1,950 /  2,150 mm

410 x 180 mm.
1,950 /  2,150 mm

410 x 180 mm.
(1,950) / 2,150 mm

Wheelbase 1,550 mm 1,550 mm 1,810 mm 1,550 mm

Running gear Pendle-axle unit

Parabolic springs 32 t, 
pendle axle unit, 

single-wheel suspension, 
hydr. running gear, air suspension

Parabolic springs 32 t, 
pendle axle unit, 

single-wheel suspension, 
hydr. running gear, air suspension

Parabolic springs 32 t, 
pendle axle unit, 

single-wheel suspension, 
hydr. running gear, air suspension

Body dimensions (inside) 5.25x 2.30 x 1.20 m 5.25x 2.30 x 1.20 m 5.65 x 2.30 x 1.20 m 7.00 x 2.30 x 1.20 m

Standard body 1.2 m
Transport volume (water volume) 12.1 m³ 12.1 m³ 13.0 m³ 16.1 m³

Transport volume acc. to 
ISO 7546 (curved volume)*** 15.3 m³ 15.3 m³ 16.5 m³ 20.6 m³

Higher body 1.40 m
Transport volume (water volume)
Transport volume acc. to 
ISO 7546 (curved volume)***

-
-

14.5 m³
17.7 m³

– 
– 

– 
– 

Floor sheet S355/ HARDOX® 450**** 6 mm  
HARDOX® 450

6 mm S355 or 6 mm  
HARDOX® 450

6 mm S355 or 6 mm  
HARDOX® 450

6 mm S355 or 6 mm  
HARDOX® 450

Load-over height with tyres (H) 2.62 m 
600 / 55 R 26.5

2.58 m 
600 / 55 R 26.5

2.58 m 
600 / 55 R 26.5

2.80 m 
600 / 55 R 26.5

Load-over height with pendle axle unit 2.62 m (26.5“) 2.62 m (26.5“) 2.62 m (26.5“) –

Overall height at 55° tipping angle (M) 6.78 m 6.75 m 7.05 m 8.25 m

Overall length (L) 7.63 m 7.63 m 8.03 m 9.45 m

Recommended tyres
560 / 60 R 22.5
650 / 55 R 26.5 

24 R 20.5

560 / 60 R 22.5
650 / 55 R 26.5 

24 R 20.5

560 / 60 R 22.5
650 / 55 R 26.5 

24 R 20.5

560 / 60 R 22.5
600 / 55 R 26.5
650 / 55 R 26.5

HP Earth-moving tippers
Overview

* Carrier range
** Empty weight and payload depend on the respective equipment
*** Volume with dump cone 
**** Option against surcharge

We do it very precisely!
Please find in the above table the notes 
relating to dimensions.

CARRIER RANGE OR INDIVIDUAL CUSTOMIZED

A distinction is made between two product groups:

By the Carrier range, the trailers are offered with firmly defined, very 
high-quality equipment. Practice shows that there are particularly popular 
vehicle configurations that are reflected here. The modular system, which 
has been ingeniously developed over decades, has a positive effect on 
availability and sales price. 

True to the motto „nothing is impossible“, individual customized trailers 
are produced according to the wishes, specifications and requirements of 
our customers - tailor-made for the intended application profile. 



WE PRODUCE YOUR TRAILER.
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SK
HD
HP

Earth-moving tippers
Equipment

A surrounding protecting plastic edge protects the top frame when loa-
ding with the wheel loader.

The foldable underride guard offers optimum ground clearance in dif-
ficult terrains.

Quick-lowering via 2-hose system. All greasing points are automati-
cally supplied with grease through 
the central lubrication available as 
option.

A robust hose holder ensures order and the adjustable bumper guards 
enable an adaptation to your tractor. The towing height can be adjusted 
almost continuously.

The narrow construction enables an especially narrow angle of mano-
euvrability.

The hydraulic wheel drive ensures more thrust in terrain, the weight-sa-
ving drive configuration increases traction.

The height-adjustable drawbar has two rubber silent blocs and is able to 
transfer 4 t tongue load.

If desired, the vehicles can be equipped with a hydraulic height-adjustable 
drawbar.

Streetbroom and shovel including holding device are available as option.

An independent oil supply driven by p.t.o. shaft or hydraulic motor is 
available on request.

Krampe Fahrzeugbau has a great production depth. The vehicle production is carried out in two shifts in modern production facilities. Well-trained 
employees and many integrated control processes guarantee high quality standards at all times. The high productivity ensures a good cost-perfor-
mance ratio of the high-quality trailers and secures jobs in Germany.



SK+HD+HP
Chassis

THE RUNNING GEAR IS, 
•  what you don‘t really see
•  what includes the most Krampe know-how
•  what is the most expensive vehicle component
•  what good driving characteristics depend on
•  what makes your Krampe different from another tippers
• what you bitterly regret later in case of a mispurchase

During the past few years, our engineers at Krampe have 
done much development works. Our running gears are not 
bog-standard components, but are individually adapted to 
the desired application. We offer you an extremely com-
prehensive program of drawbars, running gears and tyres. 

A good performance in terrain is ensured by choosing 
the proper running gear and using good tyres. The com-
ponents ultimately determine how easily a trailer can be 
pulled and how stable it is on construction site. 

 THE RUNNING GEAR PLAYS A SUPPORTING ROLE.

In case of walking beam chassis, the axles 
are asymmetrically offset (55/45). It avoids 
a digging of the front axle and ensures an 
excellent off-road capability and stability. 
The round pendle arms have a self-cleaning 
effect. An ALB valve is part of the standard 
equipment.
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While some manufacturers try to send light modified agri-
cultural tippers with only an usual running gear in terrain, 
Krampe offers you long-standing well-tried and really off-
road capable walking beam chassis.

Let us advise you individually. Because even the best tip-
per - rolling on the wrong running gear - can never perform 
well.

Almost no other manufacturer has so much 
experience in the construction of running 
gears as Krampe. The standard protection 
tubes protect the double chromed piston 
rods against stone impacts.

Air-suspended running gears with cranked supports and lar-
ge air bellows ensure an extreme running smoothness at the 
Tridem heavy load tippers. During tipping, the air bellows 
are automatically vented. 

Optional: The high-tech Tridec running gear to be pulled easily and having 
extremely off-road capabilities. The vehicle (HP 30) has thereby an outside 
width of only 2.55 m even with forced steering and 600 tyres.

24 - 32 t parabolic springs with trailing arms, wide spring centre and a wheel-
base of 1.36 m or 1.55 m.

The short film 
„Beer Buddy“ 

shows the excellent 
driving behaviour of 
the air suspension in a 
humorous way.

BPW steering axle with overhead brake cylinder.
Conceived by us, made for us. This innovation is only 
available at Krampe! 

-inside

A typical Krampe innovation: Axles with 
real single-wheel suspension.

Thanks to the standard central lubrication bar on the walking beam chassis, 
you can reach lubrication points which are difficult to access.

With the electronic controlled forced steering, the driver can control the 
steering reactions of the trailers himself through different programs.



SK
Rear tailgate

TAKE A CHANCE ON 
A LARGE TAILGATE.

HD+HP

Rear tailgate
Load securing
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In case of loads with a high moisture content, the waterproof rear tailgate 
ensures a safe transport.

The roll-over tarp can directly be fixed on the body. The use of the roll-
over tarp is also problem-free possible with the silage extensions, availa-
ble for the SK models.

The net cover system is the simple and quick way of load securing, availa-
ble for the SK, HD and HP models.

WELL COVERED.

The hydraulic rear tailgate of the SK range was taken over from the BigBody range, version with external double-acting rams and locking hooks with 
pressure system at the bottom. The optional discharge outlet can be used for pourable materials.

The hydraulic rear tailgate is slightly lifted. The rear tailgate can pivot to the rear.

Damages of the rear tailgate rods are avoided. The rear tailgate can entirely be opened if necessary.

The Sörling rear tailgate is only 30 cm high and has a lower hinge shaft 
along the entire width.

The pivoting swivelling tailgate serves as complement to the Sörling rear 
tailgate. It is pendulum-mounted above and can additionally be rotated 
to the right in travelling direction.

Lashing eyes for load securing are available as option.
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SK+HD+HP Earth-moving tippers
Tandem/Tridem

Tipper check

WHEN IS WHICH 
TIPPER USEFUL?

SK
Sand and gravel tippers

• 6 vehicle models (Tandem and Tridem)

• In the style of agricultural tippers

• universally also suitable for light bulk materials 
with large load volume

HD
Heavy Duty

• Our new heavy duty range

• The professional vehicle for earth-moving

• also suitable for the transport of machines 
and equipment

HP
Halfpipe

• The professional vehicle for earth-moving

• Robust and well thought out, X-1000-times 
proven on european construction sites

• A lot of advantages result form the front press 
and the halfpipe design.

Short description
(profile)

Body

Rear tailgate

Accessories

Privoting rear tailgate with protected hydraulic ramsHydraulic rear tailgate with locking hooks, rear tailgate with pressu-
re locking system at bottom or locking piece

Conical body with flat floor sheet, extensions are available 
for increasing the volume, for transporting light materials, 
underfloor ram

Conical body with flat floor sheet, top frame designed 
as pointed roof, lashing eyes for load securing available, 
underfloor ram

Halfpipe with top frame designed as pointed roof and 
front press, the load slides automatically in the middle 
of the body

• Cover systems

• Automatic greasing system

• Hydraulic wheel drive

• Extensions

• Cover systems

• Automatic greasing-  
system
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Equipmentmatrix for earth-moving tippers

O = Surcharge

S = Standard

x = not available

B = on demand /consultation necessary

* Info: Only for being used on even paths
** Info: Steering axles for walking beam chassis on demand
*** Info: Purely hydraulic brakes or combined brake cylinders are available but an 
 EU type approval is then no longer possible

In the overview, you may gather further information about tyre dimensions 
and profile forms of the leading manufacturers. Since not all requirements 
e.g. for off-road tyres on the one hand and roadworthiness on the other can-
not be put on the same rim, we have listed the complete range of all usual 
wheels. We would be pleased to advise you in details on the choice of the 
optimum tyres for the desired application with what is technically possible 
for the desired vehicle.

BKT 
FL 693

Michelin
Tread X-BIB

BKT  
FL 630

Michelin  
Tread XS

Aeolus AE 77

Alliance 
Tread 380

Alliance 
Tread 390

Tyres

Vredestein  
Flotation Pro

Nokian  
CT BAS

Nokian 
Country King

Vredestein  
Flotation Trac Truck Road tread

Aeolus AE 74 

TYRES WITH THE INDICATED DIMENSI-
ONS ARE AVAILABLE FROM DIFFERENT 
WELL-KNOWN MANUFACTURERS.
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Suspended, height-adjustable drawbar O S S S S S S S S S S S S

Hydraulic suspended, height-adjustable drawbar (instead of the version with rubber buffers) O O O O X O X O O X O O O

Robust hydraulic support foot, 70 cm stroke, double-acting ram, 6/2 way valve, combination support foot/rear tailgate S S S S S S S S S S S S S

High-speed version 60 km/h (observe perm. tongue loads) O O O O X O X O O X O O O

Underride guard to be swivelled upwards (not possible with automatic trailer coupling) X O O O S O S O O S O O O

Rear trailer coupling, hole pattern G 140 O O O O O O O O O O O O O

Running gear with parabolic springs* S S S S X S X X X X S X X

Unsuspended walking beam chassis, wheelbase 1.55 m, version with rigid (unsteered) BPW axles X O O X S O X X X X O X X

Unsuspended walking beam chassis, wheelbase 1.81 m, version with rigid (unsteered) BPW axles** X X X X X X S S X X X O X

Running gear with air suspension and double leaf supports X X O O X O X O S X O O O

Lift axle for front axle for the version with air suspension X X X O X X X X X X X X O

Starting help (ventilation of air bellows) for front axle with air suspension X X X O X X X X X X X X O

Hydraulic running gear, protective tubes against stone impacts over the piston rods X O O O X O X O O X O O O

Running gear with single-wheel suspension and hydraulic axle compensation X X X X X O X O X X O O X

TRIDEC running gear with three-point steering arms, especially for the heavy off-road use X X X X X X X X X X X X O

Version with BPW caster steering axle(s) with axle pressure disk X X O S X O X O S X O O S

Version with hydraulic forced steering, BPW axles** X X O O X O X O O X O O O

Hydraulic wheel drive (depending on the vehicle type and the mounted running gear) for one axle X X X X X B X B X X B B B
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Version with flat floor sheet, tipping ram under the body S S S S S S S S S X X X X

Version as halfpipe, tipping ram as front press (tipping ram at front) X X X X X X X X X S S S S

Front protection hood, firmly welded O O O O S S S S S S S S S

LED rear light kit mounted in a protective housing on the chassis S S S S S S S S S X X X X

LED rear light kit mounted on the body in the mudguard area X X X X X X X X X S S S S

Hydraulic rear tailgate with pressure system at bottom through locking hooks S S S S X X X X X X X X X

Discharge outlet in the rear tailgate, dimensions approx. 46 x 34 cm O O O O X O X O O X O O O

Hydraulic pivoting rear tailgate with protected hydraulic rams X X X X S S S S S S S S S

Waterproof rear tailgate (version without discharge outlet) O O O O X O X O O X O O O

Sörling rear tailgate 30 cm high, mounted on the floor sheet with a hinge shaft O O O O X X X X X X X X X

Body and rear tailgate designed as pointed roof at top X X X X S S S S S S S S S

60 mm wearing board, mounted all around the body O O O O X X X X X X X X X

Floor sheet and sidewalls made of 6 mm HARDOX® 450 O O O O S O S O O S O O O

Headboard and rear tailgate made of HARDOX® 450, various sheet thicknesses O O O O X O X O O X O O O

40 cm high silage extensions made of aluminium profiles or 60 or 80 cm high steel silage extensions O O O O X X X X X X X X X

Simple roll-over tarp, lies horizontally on the body O O O O X X X X X X X X X

VBK cover system, two-sided hydraulic cover system with net covering X X O O X X X X X X X X X

Net covering system, Flexcover, lateral swivelling arms made of alu O O O O X O X O O X O O O

Holding device for broom and shovel O O O O S O S O O S O O O

Lashing eyes for load securing O O O O X O X O O X O O O

Painting in other colours O O O O X O X O O X O O O

EU type approval for vehicles up to 40 km/h S S S S S S S S S S S S S

Dimensions Version Height in mm Max. width Load Index

385 / 55 R 22.5 new 1,001 380 160 J
385 / 65 R 22.5 new 1,060 390 160 F
425 / 65 R 22.5 new 1,122 425 165 F
445 / 65 R 22.5 new 1,150 450 168 K
525 / 65 R 20.5 new 1,200 521 173 F
24 R 20.5 new 1,378 604 176 F
500 / 60 R 22.5 new 1,180 513 155 D
560 / 45 R 22.5 new 1,080 545 152 D
560 / 60 R 22.5 new 1,251 570 161 D
580 / 65 R 22.5 new 1,300 586 166 D
600 / 50 R 22.5 new 1,181 616 159 D
600 / 55 R 22.5 new 1,245 600 162 E
650 / 50 R 22.5 new 1,235 650 163 E
600 / 55 R 26.5 new 1,348 626 165 D
620 / 55 R 26.5 new 1,340 620 166 D
650 / 55 R 26.5 new 1,360 645 167 E
710 / 50 R 26.5 new 1,390 730 170 E
750 / 45 R 26.5 new 1,350 750 170 E
800 / 45 R 26.5 new 1,395 815 174 D
600 / 60 R 30.5 new 1,496 639 169 D
710 / 50 R 30.5 new 1,495 727 167 D

Tyre manufacturer dimensions may differ



Contact your local dealer for further information.

The name Krampe does not only stand for products such as Tandem and Tridem tippers. It has become the epitome 
for ideas and innovations. Every Krampe tipper has more than 35 years of experience. The first models were so good 
that many of them are still in use today. For any further information, please contact us or one of our sales partners. We 
would be pleased to advise you!

Krampe Fahrzeugbau GmbH

Zusestraße 4, D-48653 Coesfeld
Tel.: +49 25 41 / 80 178-0
E-Mail: info@krampe.de
Internet: www.krampetrailer.com
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Find us on


